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Mitigation plan goals and overarching principles
To Whom it May Concern, 

I am heartened to see that Washington State has developed a plan to mitigate the ill effects of the
VW emissions scandal. Taking action to reduce emissions from other diesel engines in the state is a
great first step to improving environmental quality and protecting our future. 

I am particularly enthusiastic about the develop of ideas around electrification of the largest ships
of the Washington State Ferry fleet, transition to electric school buses and the addition of new EV
charging stations. All of these ideas benefit not only general air quality and help meet emissions
reductions targets, but they are particularly useful in those areas of the state with particularly
degraded air quality (central Puget Sound) and our more sensitive populations (children). Please
take action to make these three components (ferries, buses and EV charging stations) a reality!
 
Priorities
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Mitigation fund allocations
I think this allocation mix is a good one.
 
Disproportionately impacted communities
Actions concentrated in the central Puget Sound region (ferries, buses) will benefit this
disproportionately impacted. Additionally getting our private car fleet to all electric would be a
fantastic improvement to local health (improved air quality) and quality of life (added noise
reduction). Imagine if you lived in a community abutting or bisected by a highway but the vehicles
on that road were electric rather than gas and diesel. It would still be horrible to have the highway
there but at least it would not be literally killing you.
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